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Lesson 2F. Parts of speech—past participles  

A past participle indicates a past or completed action. It can be used to: 

1. form a verb phrase in the perfect aspect (see 2B. Parts of speech—verbs) 
2. form a verb phrase in the passive voice (see 2B. Parts of speech—verbs) 
3. act as an adjective in front of a noun.  

For regular verbs, usually just add ‘ed’ to form the past participle (for example, 
‘jumped’ for the verb ‘jump’). For irregular verbs, there are no rules and you 
need to learn the past participle (for example, ‘stood’ for the verb ‘stand’).  

Past participles as verb phrases 
In the bolded verb phrases below, the red words are past participles. The 
language we use to describe verbs is complicated. But, as you can see, the past 
participle ends each verb phrase, so it is not so hard to find after all! 

1. Present perfect verb phrase 
She hasn't finished her assignment yet. 
I have learned a second language. 

2. Past perfect verb phrase 

Chris was ill because he had eaten too much chocolate. 
She missed the bus because she hadn't set her alarm. 

3. Future perfect verb phrase 
Mark will have been in Sydney for one year in June. 

He will have gone by the time you arrive. 
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4. Conditional perfect verb phrase 

If his suitcase had not been stolen, Bill would have gone earlier. 
I wouldn't have known if you hadn't told me. 

5. Passive voice verb phrase  
The east coast of Australia was struck by torrential rain last night. 

The plate was broken by the baby. 

Past participles as adjectives 
The red words below are past participles used as adjectives: 

The stolen wallet was found by the police intact. 

Dean's broken arm was set in plaster by the doctor at the hospital. 
Please bring all of the required documents for your interview tomorrow. 


